Study Abroad--- Important tips for visa success.
------------------------ Supriya Kumar Chakraborty
Suppose, you, after passing H.S.C. or graduation, are thinking to obtain
graduate or post-graduate degree from any foreign country like
Canada, America, Australia, Britain or Switzerland, the economically
rich, happier, enriched countries, and to finally enrich your career. You
have gather a lot of information from internet. You are running behind a
good number of relevant, concerned offices which attracted you by their
lucrative offers in their newspaper advertisements projecting them as
consultancy firms. You have already spent a lot of your money. But you
see no sign of obtaining any acceptance letter from any university or
offer of admission. And session is knocking at the door. You can not
decide what to do. Remember following top 10 tips. You will certainly
be benefited.
1.
Prepare your passport perfectly. Signature and photograph in
your passport must be nice and of international standard. Don’t forget
to write valid address.
2.
Get all certificate, mark sheets, birth registration, that is, all your
documents translated in English. Withdraw transcript if needed.
3.
Weighing your family’s financial capabilities and support, select
country, university, course and subject. Don’t take any hasty decision
by being provocated by sweet words of any counselor of any
consultancy firm. Take advice from any experienced career consultant
if needed.
4.
Your offer letter’s case of issuance depends on your writing
statement of purpose. The case of getting scholarship also depends on
it. Therefore, you need to take help from an experienced person for
writing a good SOP.
5.
At the time of receiving reference letter from university’s or
college’s lecturer or professor, get necessary notes written, which play
a very important role in confirming your admission.
6.
If you fail to score required status in IELTS, TOEFL, GRE, SAT,
GMAT or any extra qualification certificate, keep yourself aloof from a
mere dream for going abroad for higher education. Or leave all

thoughts of these from your brain. You will not be able to trace them
out, who are misguiding you by giving your false hopes.
7.
Be very much careful about submission of file to high commission
or Embassy for visa. Tell them only what is true and correct. You
should not conceal any information. Remember one false information
may close thousand doors of your opportunities. And it may open a
door to jail.
8.
At the time of submitting visa Application of Embassy or High
commission, present your financial statement and cover letter in such a
way that visa consular can get a crystal clear concept of your financial
status, future plan and your return to homeland after completion of your
education. It is because visa consular have to be confirmed that you
are not leaving your family in a financially bad condition and your
education abroad will not be stopped because of financial crisis.
Foreigners are very much careful and responsible for these cases.
9.
If you have to depend on students’ consultancy firm, gather much
information about overall matter of that firm, like chief executive
officer’s career history, success story, age of the firm, agreement with
concerned university/college, any information about one who have
obtained visa through the firm very recently.
10. “Friend has gone abroad then I must go”. You have not come to
this earth after having entered into such an agreement. So, not being
provocated with others or not being misguided by advertisements, take
realistic and age befitting decision after consulting with your family
members, experienced, educated expatriates, relatives, etc.
In the process of your preparation for going abroad for higher
education, don’t loss chances for getting admitted into country’s
government or private universities. Otherwise, you may fail to get
admitted into foreign and local universities at a time. Therefore, apply
as per session having sufficient time in hand. After completion of higher
education in abroad, return to homeland and engage yourself in
country’s welfare.
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